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a b s t r a c t 

In recent years, the growing availability of huge amounts of information, generated in every sector at high 

speed and in a wide variety of forms and formats, is unprecedented. The ability to harness big data is an 

opportunity to obtain more accurate analyses and to improve decision-making in industry, government 

and many other organizations. However, handling big data may be challenging and proper data integra- 

tion is a key dimension in achieving high information quality. In this paper, we propose a novel approach 

to data integration that calibrates online generated big data with interview based customer survey data. 

A common issue of customer surveys is that responses are often overly positive, making it difficult to 

identify areas of weaknesses in organizations. On the other hand, online reviews are often overly nega- 

tive, hampering an accurate evaluation of areas of excellence. The proposed methodology calibrates the 

levels of unbalanced responses in different data sources via resampling and performs data integration 

using Bayesian Networks to propagate the new re-balanced information. In this paper we show, with a 

case study example, how the novel data integration approach allows businesses and organizations to get 

a bias corrected appraisal of the level of satisfaction of their customers. The application is based on the 

integration of online data of review blogs and customer satisfaction surveys from the San Francisco air- 

port. We illustrate how this integration enhances the information quality of the data analytic work in 

four of InfoQ dimensions, namely, Data Structure, Data Integration, Temporal Relevance and Chronology 

of Data and Goal. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The growing availability of abundant masses of data in every

sector, including business, government and health care, is posing

new analytic and statistical challenges. This data may come from

different sources such as posts in social media sites, digital pic-

tures and videos, cell phone GPS, purchase transaction records and

signal sensors used to gather climate information, to name a few.

This is called Big Data and is characterized by high volume, vari-

ety and gathering velocity. Large quantities of information, mostly

unstructured, are generated by social media, every minute. On the

web, billions of individuals around the globe simultaneously pro-

duce, share and consume content generated by the user them-

selves. Through social media people express their opinions and

sentiments towards specific topics, products and services, and the

analysis of this information (called social media mining or sen-
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iment analysis) may be key to organizations and businesses to

onitor the satisfaction of their customers or to plan business ini-

iatives or design new products and services. 

In recent years, advances in the literature of big data analy-

is have been significant. Amongst recent contributions to senti-

ent analysis, Stander, Dalla Valle, and Cortina Borja (2016a) and

tander, Dalla Valle, Eales, Baldino, and Cortina Borja (2016b) ,

xtracted Facebook data to analyze sentiment scores and vot-

ng patterns about the June 2016 EU referendum in the UK.

hang, Fuehres, and Gloor (2011) used sentiment analysis tech-

iques to predict stock market indicators using Twitter data.

sur and Huberman (2010) predicted box-office movie revenues,

erforming an analysis of sentiments from comments posted on

ocial media. 

However, big data analysis and social media mining may be

hallenging. The main issues are related to the quality of data col-

ected and reported and to the integration of multiple datasets. The

uality of information generated from big data is dependent on the

uality of data collected and the robustness of the measures or in-

icators used. The lack of standardized quality measures and in-

icators can make comparisons difficult. Moreover, the quality of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2017.12.044
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/eswa
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.eswa.2017.12.044&domain=pdf
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ig data is often compromised by the presence of biased infor-

ation, which may include fake data and fabricated news stories

 BBC News, 2017 ). In particular, social media big data often contain

iased information, especially online blogs describing opinions and

entiments about specific products and services. Indeed, online re-

iews generally include overly negative comments and feedback,

ince users tend to feel more free to express their dissatisfaction

nline, rather than in other contexts. On the other hand, tradi-

ional reviews generally include overly positive comments, since

eople tend not to feel comfortable to voice their opinions in sur-

eys and may not be completely honest about their discontent. In

oth cases, the levels of the variables expressing customers’ views

re (sometimes strongly) unbalanced, preventing a correct evalua-

ion of customer satisfaction. 

In handling these challenges, data integration is key, especially

here data come in both structured and unstructured formats and

eed to be integrated from disparate sources stored in systems

anaged by different departments. In most cases, the efficient ag-

regation and correlation of multiple datasets of considerable di-

ensions may be very complex ( Daniel, 2015 ). 

Effective data integration is crucial for analysts and decision

akers, since it can provide a broader picture of the problem at

and, avoiding biased results and misleading conclusions. For ex-

mple, while the analysis of polls data failed to predict the election

f Donald Trump in November 2016, data extracted from Facebook

orrectly predicted the winner ( The Economist, 2016 ). 

Dalla Valle and Kenett (2015) show how nonparametric

ayesian Networks (BNs) can be successfully used to integrate data

oming from different sources, including official statistics, and to

nhance information quality ( Kenett & Shmueli, 2016 ). The aim of

his paper is to propose a novel methodology to integrate customer

atisfaction surveys and online review data, based on resampling

echniques and BNs. Our methodology calibrates the sentiments of

nline uses with customer surveys using resampling to re-balance

ariable levels in the data. BNs are then used to propagate cali-

rated information and perform data integration. This approach al-

ows businesses and organizations to correctly analyze the senti-

ents of online users on social media, facilitating an accurate eval-

ation of the satisfaction of their customers. We will illustrate that

he proposed big data integration methodology enhances the in-

ormation quality of the study in four dimensions, namely, Data

tructure, Data Integration, Temporal Relevance and Chronology of

ata and Goal. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is

n overview of the literature of big data, information quality, so-

ial media mining and data integration; in Section 3 we introduce

Ns; Section 4 illustrates the novel big data integration methodol-

gy; Section 5 presents the airport passengers’ datasets used in our

ase-study; Section 6 shows the application of our methodology to

he passengers’ data; concluding remarks are given in Section 7 . 

. Big data and social media mining 

Big data consists of data sets of extremely huge size and mov-

ng extremely fast, thus exceeding the processing capacity of con-

entional database systems ( Manyika et al., 2011 ). The opportu-

ities for gaining valuable new insights analyzing and harnessing

ig data are vast. In order to successfully exploit big data, many

rganizations are developing new analytics methods to make in-

ormed decisions about their strategic and operational directions.

he term analytics includes a wide variety of mathematical, statis-

ical and computational tools that can turn complex big data into

eaningful patterns and value. As stated by Peter Sondergaard, Se-

ior Vice president at Gartner Research, “information is the oil of

he 21st century, and analytics is the combustion engine” . How-

ver, the development of suitable analytics methods to harness big
ata is challenging. The changing nature of the information avail-

ble to most organizations leads to complications in managing the

olumes and analysis of data. While in the past most organizations

andled exclusively structured data, currently 80% of the data (as

stimated by IBM) generated are unstructured and come in a va-

iety of formats such as text, video, audio, diagrams and images

 Schneider, 2016 ). The characteristics of this new type of informa-

ion being generated led to the introduction of proper definitions

or the term big data . Douglas (2001) in the Gartner’s report pro-

osed a threefold definition of big data encompassing the 3Vs : 

a. Volume , indicating the increasing size of data, in the order of

terabytes and beyond (e.g. the number of tweets created each

day by social media users, the annual water meter readings of

the households of a specific region); 

b. Velocity , relating to the growing rate at which information is

produced within an organization (e.g. the trade events moni-

tored each day by a financial organization, the daily call detail

records in real-time regarding customers’ churn); 

c. Variety , referring to data in diverse range of formats, both struc-

tured and unstructured (e.g. live video feeds from surveillance

cameras, images and documents uploaded daily on social media

platforms). 

Later, the definition of big data was expanded by IBM into the

Vs , which includes Veracity as an additional complementary char-

cteristic of big data, referring to the biases, noise, abnormality,

uality issues and uncertainty in the data (e.g. opinion spam on re-

iew sharing websites, false illness trends on social network web-

ages). More recently, a fifth V was added, leading to the 5Vs big

ata definition, which adds Value to the previous 4Vs ( Chen &

hang, 2014 ), denoting the ability to generate benefits and value

hrough insights gained by analytics (e.g. the millions of dollars

aved by aircraft engine manufacturers using analytics to predict

ngine events that lead to costly airline disruptions). 

The information quality dimensions proposed by Kenett and

hmueli (2014) provide a more general framework than the 5Vs

n a wider context. Specifically, information quality (InfoQ) is de-

ned as the potential of a dataset to achieve a specific (scientific

r practical) goal using a given empirical analysis method. InfoQ is

ifferent from data quality and analysis quality, but is dependent

n these components and on the relationship between them. For-

ally, the definition is 

n f oQ = U ( X, f | g ) , 
here X is the data, f the analysis method, g the goal and U the

tility function. 

A key requirement for determining InfoQ is therefore the na-

ure of the study goal. In particular, we distinguish between ex-

lanatory, predictive and descriptive goals. An explanatory goal is

ne that is based on causal hypotheses or seeks causal answers

“does higher income improve satisfaction?” ). A predictive goal is

imed at predicting future or new individual observations (“pre-

ict the satisfaction level for 100 people, given their income” ). A

escriptive goal is aimed at quantifying an observed effect using a

tatistical or other approximation (“how do income levels and sat-

sfaction correlate?” ). To assess the level of InfoQ in a particular

tudy, Kenett and Shmueli (2016) propose, with many examples, 8

imensions of InfoQ: 

a. Data Resolution : The measurement scale and level of aggrega-

tion of the data relative to the task at hand must be adequate

for the purpose of the study. 

b. Data Structure : The data can combine structured quantitative

data with unstructured, semantic based data. 

c. Data Integration : Data is often spread out across multiple

data sources. Hence, properly identifying the different relevant
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sources, collecting the relevant data, and integrating the data,

directly affect information quality. In this work, we focus on big

data integration. 

d. Temporal Relevance : A data set contains information collected

during a certain time window. The degree of relevance of the

data in that time window to the current goal at hand must be

assessed. 

e. Chronology of Data and Goal : Depending on the nature of the

goal, the chronology of the data can support the goal to differ-

ent degrees. 

f. Generalizability : Two types of generalizability are statistical and

scientific generalizability. Statistical generalizability refers to in-

ferring from a sample to a target population. Scientific general-

izability refers to applying a model based on a particular target

population to other populations. 

g. Operationalization : Observable data are a construct operational-

ization of underlying concepts. Action operationalization is

about deriving concrete actions from the information provided

by a study. 

h. Communication : If the information does not reach the right per-

son at the right time in a clear and understandable way, then

the quality of information becomes poor. 

There is some overlap between the 5Vs and the 8 InfoQ di-

mensions. Volume is related to Data Resolution, Variety is exactly

Data Structure, Velocity is part of Chronology of Data and Goal and

Value is determined by the Utility, one of the InfoQ components.

As one can see the InfoQ framework is wider. In this work, we

propose a methodology for Data Integration in the context of big

data, and we focus on information produced and communicated by

social media. 

Social media are amongst the most prolific generators of big

data and allow billions of people all around the world to daily in-

teract, post and share contents and give spontaneous feedback on

specific topics. Social media is a group of internet-based applica-

tions that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated con-

tent ( Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010 ), which can be defined as work pub-

lished on a publicly accessible website, implying a certain amount

of creative effort for its production or adaptation of existing work,

and generally created outside of professional routines and practices

( Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

(2007) . As opposed to traditional media such as newspapers, books

and television, social media is freely accessible, allowing everyone

to publish contents and controlling how the information is gen-

erated and shared. There are numerous categories of social me-

dia: social networking (Facebook, Google + , LinkedIn), microblog-

ging (Twitter), reviews sharing (Amazon, TripAdvisor, Yelp), wiki

websites and databases (Wikipedia, GitHub, IMDb), photo shar-

ing (Flickr, Instagram), slides sharing (SlideShare), video sharing

(YouTube, Vimeo), livecasting (Periscope) and many others. Social

media information is largely unstructured and requires innovative

social media mining solutions. Social media mining encompasses

the tools to formally represent, measure, model and mine informa-

tion from large-scale social media data. It includes methodologies

from different disciplines, such as data mining, machine learning,

sentiment analysis, social network analysis, sociology, statistics, op-

timization and mathematics ( Zafarani, Abbasi, & Liu, 2014 ). Social

media mining allows us to understand complex social phenomena

and perform predictions based on sentiments , which are expres-

sions of the online opinions, feelings and views of social media

users. The process of detecting, extracting, analyzing and classi-

fying the opinions and sentiments of people concerning different

topics, as expresses in textual input, is called sentiment analysis

( Montoyo, Martinez-Barco, & Balahur, 2012 ). The majority of the

contributions in the literature of sentiment analysis are focused on

sentiment classification, which is the determination of the orien-
ation of sentiments of a given text in two or more classes (e.g.

ositive and negative instances or positive, negative and neutral

nstances). Generally, sentiment classification is implemented us-

ng decision trees, support vector machines, neural networks, naïve

ayes and maximum entropy. Another promising, but still under-

epresented area of application of sentiment analysis is the mea-

urement of review usefulness, which analyzes online reviews with

he purpose of helping customers in making better product or ser-

ice choices. Ghose and Ipeirotis (2011) identified several features

o measure the helpfulness of a review and observed that subjec-

ivity, informativeness, readability and linguistic correctness in re-

iews affect sales and perceived usefulness of products. In addi-

ion, Krishnamoorthy (2015) developed a predictive model to mea-

ure the helpfulness of reviews considering linguistic, readability

nd subjectivity features. 

As pointed out previously, the critical challenges associated to

ocial media mining, such as the lack of effective data integra-

ion methodologies, may prevent a broader use of social media

ata. Foresti, Guelpa, and Trenti (2012) agree that data aggregation

rom multiple information sources is key to decision-makers and

escribe a regression-based data integration methodology applied

o public and private financial databases. Dalla Valle (2016) illus-

rates a different approach for blending information from official

tatistics and organizational data, based on the generalization of

eckman’s method where inference is performed according to the

ayesian framework. Dong and Srivastava (2015) describe the big

ata integration techniques of schema mapping, record linkage and

ata fusion and identify a range of open problems in this research

rea. Chakraborty, Mengersen, Fidge, Ma, and Lassen (2015) de-

ne a novel approach to integrate diverse data types, such as his-

oric data, survey data, management planning data, expert knowl-

dge and incomplete data, by converting data into Bayesian prob-

bility forms. Dalla Valle (2014 and 2017 ) and Dalla Valle and

enett (2015) introduced an innovative approach to integrate sur-

ey data with official statistics data based on calibration using cop-

las and nonparametric BNs. For an overview about copulas and

heir applications to finance, see Dalla Valle (2017b and 2017c ) and

eferences therein. In this paper, we propose a novel methodology

hat calibrates social media information with specific datasets via

esampling and performs integration using BNs. Such an integra-

ion, combining different overlapping data sources, enhances the

nformation quality of the data analytic work. The next section in-

roduces Bayesian networks. 

. Bayesian networks: An introduction 

BNs implement a graphical model structure known as a di-

ected acyclic graph (DAG) that is popular in statistics, machine

earning and artificial intelligence. BNs enable an effective rep-

esentation and computation of the joint probability distribution

ver a set of random variables ( Pearl, 1985 ). The structure of a DAG

s defined by two sets: the set of nodes and the set of directed arcs.

he nodes represent random variables and are drawn as circles la-

elled by the variables names. The arcs represent links among the

ariables and are represented by arrows between nodes. In partic-

lar, an arc from node X i to node X j represents a relation between

he corresponding variables. Thus, an arrow indicates that a value

aken by variable X j depends on the value taken by variable X i .

ode X i is then referred to as a ’parent’ of X j and, similarly, X j is

eferred to as the ’child’ of X i . This property is used to reduce the

umber of parameters that are required to characterize the joint

robability distribution of the variables. This reduction provides an

fficient way to compute the posterior probabilities given the ev-

dence present in the data ( Ben Gal, 2007 ; Jensen, 2001 ; Koski &

oble, 2009 ; Pearl, 2009; Pourret et al., 2008 ). In addition to the

AG structure, which is often considered as the qualitative part of
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he model, a BN includes quantitative parameters. These param-

ters are described by applying the Markov property, where the

onditional probability distribution at each node depends only on

ts parents. For discrete random variables, this conditional proba-

ility is represented by a table, listing the local probability that a

hild node takes on each of the feasible values – for each combina-

ion of the values of its parents. The joint distribution of a collec-

ion of variables is determined uniquely by these local conditional

robability tables. 

Formally, a Bayesian Network B , is a DAG that represents a

oint probability distribution over a set of random variables V . The

etwork is defined by a pair B = 〈 G , �〉 , where G is the directed

cyclic graph whose nodes X 1 , X 2 ,…, X n represents random vari-

bles, and whose edges represent the direct dependencies between

hese variables. The graph G encodes independence assumptions,

y which each variable X i is independent of its non-descendants

iven its parents in G , denoted generically as π i . The second com-

onent � denotes the set of parameters of the network. This set

ontains the parameter θx i | πi 
= P B ( x i | πi ) for each realization x i of

 i conditioned on π i , the set of parents of X i in G . Accordingly, B

efines a unique joint probability distribution over V , namely: 

 B ( X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n ) = 

n ∏ 

i =1 

P B ( X i | πi ) = 

n ∏ 

i =1 

θX i | πi 
. 

In learning the network structure, one can include white lists

f forced causality links imposed by expert opinion and black lists

f links that are not to be included in the network. For exam-

les of BN applications to study management efficiency, web site

sability, operational risks, biotechnology, customer satisfaction

urveys, healthcare systems and testing of web services see, re-

pectively, Kenett, De Frenne, Tort-Martorell, and McCollin (2008) ,

enett (2012, 2016, 2017 ) and Bai, Kenett, and Yu (2012), Kenett

nd Raanan (2010), Kenett and Salini (2011), Peterson and Kenett

2011) . For examples of applications of BNs to education, banking,

orensic and official statistics see Pietro et al. (2015) , Di Zio, Sacco,

canu, and Vicard (2005), Marella and Vicard (2013), Tarantola, Vi-

ard, and Ntzoufras (2012), Vicard, Dawid, Mortera, and Lauritzen

2008) . 

.1. Parameter learning 

To fully specify a BN, and thus represent joint probability dis-

ributions, it is necessary to specify for each node X the probability

istribution for X conditional upon X ’s parents. The distribution of

 , conditional upon its parents, may have any form with or with-

ut constraints. 

These conditional distributions include parameters which are

ften unknown and must be estimated from data, for example us-

ng maximum likelihood. Direct maximization of the likelihood (or

f the posterior probability) is usually based on the expectation-

aximization (E-M) algorithm which alternates computing ex-

ected values of the unobserved variables conditional on observed

ata, with maximizing the complete likelihood assuming that pre-

iously computed expected values are correct. Under mild regular-

ty conditions this process converges to maximum likelihood (or

aximum posterior) values of parameters ( Heckerman, 1995 ). 

A Bayesian approach treats parameters as additional unob-

erved variables and computes a full posterior distribution over

ll nodes conditional upon observed data, and then integrates out

he parameters. This, however, can be expensive and lead to large

imension models, and in practice classical parameter-setting ap-

roaches are more common ( Neapolitan, 2003 ). 
.2. Structure learning 

BNs can be specified by expert knowledge (using white lists and

lack lists) or learned from data, or in combinations of both. The

arameters of the local distributions are learned from data, pri-

rs elicited from experts, or both. Learning the graph structure of

 BN requires a scoring function and a search strategy. Common

coring functions include the posterior probability of the struc-

ure given the training data, the Bayesian information criterion

BIC) or Akaike information criterion (AIC). When fitting models,

dding parameters increases the likelihood, which may result in

ver-fitting. Both BIC and AIC resolve this problem by introducing a

enalty term for the number of parameters in the model, with the

enalty term being larger in BIC than in AIC. The time requirement

f an exhaustive search, returning back a structure that maximizes

he score, is super-exponential in the number of variables. A local

earch strategy makes incremental changes aimed at improving the

core of the structure. A global search algorithm like Markov Chain

onte Carlo (MCMC) can avoid getting trapped in local minima. A

artial list of structure learning algorithms includes Hill-Climbing

ith score functions BIC and AIC, Grow-Shrink, Incremental Asso-

iation, Fast Incremental Association, Interleaved Incremental Asso-

iation, hybrid algorithms and Phase Restricted Maximization. For

ore on BN structure learning see Musella (2013) . 

.3. Causality and Bayesian networks 

Causality analysis has been studied from two main different

oints of view, the probabilistic view and the mechanistic view. Un-

er the probabilistic view, the causal effect of an intervention is

udged by comparing the evolution of the system when the inter-

ention is and when it is not present. The mechanistic point of

iew focuses on understanding the mechanisms determining how

pecific effects come about. The interventionist and mechanistic

iewpoints are not mutually exclusive. For example, when study-

ng biological systems, scientists carry out experiments where they

ntervene on the system by adding a substance or by knocking out

enes. However, the effect of a drug product on the human body

annot be decided only in the laboratory. A mechanistic under-

tanding based on pharmacometrics models is a preliminary con-

ition for determining if a certain medicinal treatment should be

tudied in order to elucidate biological mechanisms used to inter-

ene and either prevent or cure a disease. The concept of poten-

ial outcomes is present in the work on randomized experiments

y Fisher and Neyman in the 1920 s and was extended by Rubin

n the 1970 s to non-randomized studies and different modes of

nference ( Mealli, Pacini, & Rubin, 2012 ). In their work, causal ef-

ects are viewed as comparisons of potential outcomes, each corre-

ponding to a level of the treatment and each observable, had the

reatment taken on the corresponding level with at most one out-

ome actually observed, the one corresponding to the treatment

evel realized. In addition, the assignment mechanism needs to be

xplicitly defined as a probability model for how units receive the

ifferent treatment levels. With this perspective, a causal inference

roblem is viewed as a problem of missing data, where the assign-

ent mechanism is explicitly modelled as a process for revealing

he observed data. The assumptions on the assignment mechanism

re crucial for identifying and deriving methods to estimate causal

ffects ( Frosini, 2006 ). Imai, Tingley, and Yamamoto (2013) , study

ow to design randomized experiments to identify causal mecha-

isms. They study designs that are useful in situations where re-

earchers can directly manipulate the intermediate variable that

ies on the causal path from the treatment to the outcome. Such

 variable is often referred to as a ‘mediator’ . 

Causal BNs are networks where the effect of any intervention

an be defined by a ‘do’ operator that separates intervention from
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conditioning. The basic idea is that intervention breaks the influ-

ence of a confounder so that one can make a true causal assess-

ment. The established counterfactual definitions of direct and in-

direct effects depend on an ability to manipulate mediators. A BN

graphical representation, based on local independence graphs and

dynamic path analysis, can be used to provide an overview of dy-

namic relations ( Aalen, Røysland, & Gran, 2012 ). In an econometric

context, Heckman (2008) develops, as an alternative approach, ex-

plicit models of outcomes, where the causes of effects are investi-

gated and the mechanisms governing the choice of treatment are

analyzed. In such investigations, counterfactuals, which are pos-

sible outcomes in different hypothetical states of the world, are

studied. The analysis of causality in studies of economic policies

involves: (a) defining counterfactuals, (b) identifying causal models

from idealized data of population distributions and (c) identifying

causal models from actual data, where sampling variability is an

issue. 

Pearl developed BNs as the method of choice for reasoning

in artificial intelligence and expert systems, replacing earlier ad

hoc rule based systems. His extensive work covers topics such

as: causal calculus, counterfactuals, Do calculus, transportability,

missingness graphs, causal mediation, graph mutilation and exter-

nal validity ( Pearl, 1988 ). In a heated head to head debate be-

tween probabilistic and mechanistic view, Pearl has taken strong

standings against the probabilistic view, see for example the pa-

per by Baker (2013) and discussion by Pearl (2013) . The work of

Aalen et al. (2012) and Imai et al. (2013) , show how these ap-

proaches can be used in complementary ways. For more examples

of BN applications see Fenton and Neil (2011, 2012, 2014 ). 

4. Data integration methodology of social media with survey 

data 

The methodology proposed in this paper aims at achieving data

integration of traditional customer satisfaction survey data with

social media data via resampling using BNs, expanding the ap-

proach presented in Dalla Valle and Kenett (2015) . We perform

data integration emphasizing blog-type data, which is a big data

environment source. However, our approach is scalable to other

social media and big data sources. As mentioned above, properly

handling data integration is a key dimension in achieving high in-

formation quality ( Kenett & Shmueli, 2016 ). 

Self-declared or interview-based surveys are prime research

tools in many application areas such as social science research,

marketing, service management, risk management and customer

satisfaction management. Measuring customer satisfaction is typ-

ically based on self-declared or interview-based questionnaires

where users or consumers are asked to express opinions on state-

ments, or satisfaction scales, mapping out various interactions with

the service provider or product supplier. Customer satisfaction is a

key dimension driving business outcomes and performance of pro-

cesses in service and product organizations ( Kenett & Salini, 2011 ).

BNs are powerful tools for analyzing customer satisfaction sur-

veys, since they provide a visual cause and effect map, or DAG, of

the survey variables and show clearly what variable affects cus-

tomer satisfaction. BNs have several advantages compared to other

data modelling techniques, since they can encode and visualize de-

pendencies among all variables, they can be used to learn causal

relationships and, since they incorporate both causal and prob-

abilistic semantics, they can combine prior knowledge and data

( Heckerman, 1997 ). BNs can be therefore used effectively to iden-

tify the drivers of customer satisfaction, producing knowledge that

provides insights to managers and specialists and contributing to

decision analysis and decision support systems. 

However, interview-based surveys present some drawbacks,

that may affect the correct identification of the main determinants
f customer satisfaction. One of the main issue related traditional

ustomer surveys is that interviewees are not always honest about

heir judgements and tend to provide ratings that are biased to-

ards the positive side. Therefore, customers’ responses are often

nbalanced, with a very low proportion of negative ratings. How-

ver, it is key to organizations to correctly identify disappointed

ustomers, to understand the reasons behind their dissatisfaction

nd to improve their services. On the other hand, social media in-

ormation, such as online blogs and reviews, often contain a higher

roportion of negative comments and feedback, since users tend to

eel more free to express their opinions online rather than in other

ontexts. Sometimes, online reviews are biased towards the neg-

tive side, making it difficult to identify the determinants of cus-

omers’ satisfaction and, hence, areas of excellence within an or-

anization. The integration of traditional surveys with social media

ata allows us to better model both groups of satisfied and dis-

atisfied customers, improving our understanding of their motiva-

ions by incorporating information that are only present in one of

he datasets. The implementation of BNs to integrated data builds

 network of causal relationships between variables, which allows

rganizations to correctly identify the main drivers of customer

atisfaction, leading to the improvement of their services and the

nhancement of the overall satisfaction of their customers. 

The proposed data integration methodology aggregates cus-

omer survey data with information extracted from social media,

erforming calibration of different datasets. The idea is in the

ame spirit of external benchmarking used in small area estima-

ion ( Pfeffermann, 2013 ). In small area estimation benchmarking

obustifies the inference by forcing the model-based predictors to

gree with a design-based estimator. Similarly, our methodology

s based on qualitative data calibration performed via resampling,

here the variables levels are balanced and customer survey es-

imates are updated to agree with more timely social media data

stimates. 

Calibration is implemented by altering the class distribution of

ustomers’ reviews in one of the datasets to obtain a re-balanced

ample, which reflects the distribution of the second dataset. 

This approach involves the selection of a calibration link vari-

ble and the creation of a new artificial data set by suitably re-

ampling the observations belonging to the classes of the calibra-

ion link. In particular, the calibration link variable is resampled by

versampling with replacement the minority class and by under-

ampling without replacement the majority class. 

More formally, the resampling approach can be described as

ollows. Let us consider the variables denoted by the pairs ( x , y ),

here x represents a set of measured characteristics and y is a tar-

et (or key) variable. Here, we consider the specific case where x is

efined in a d -dimensional space X being the product set between

iscrete domains, and the target variable y , which is affected by

lass imbalance, takes values in the categorical domain Y = {Y min ,

 maj }, where Y min is the minority class and Y maj is the majority

lass. 

Suppose that a sample D n = ( x 1 , y 1 ), …, ( x n , y n ), of the pairs

 x , y ), whose generic row is ( x i , y i ), i = 1, …, n , is observed on n

ndividuals or objects. The class labels y i belong to the set {Y min ,

 maj } and x i are some related attributes supposed to be realizations

f a random vector x . Let the number of units in class Y j , j = min,

aj , be denoted by n j < n and the corresponding class proportions

e denoted by p j = n j / n . The resampling procedure for generating a

ew artificially re-balanced dataset, consists of the following steps:

1) Select y ∗ = Y j with probability 1/2. 

2) Select ( x i , y i ) ∈ D n , such that y i = y ∗, with probability 1/ n j . 

a. If y ∗ = Y min , oversample with replacement by adding ( x i , y 
∗)

to D n ; 
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the big data integration methodology. 
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b. If y ∗ = Y maj , undersample without replacement by removing

( x i , y 
∗) from D n . 

Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until the desired class proportions are

chieved or until the minority class reaches the desired size. 

This procedure produces a new rebalanced dataset D m 

∗, of size

 , where the desired proportions of observations belong to the

wo classes. For more details about the class imbalance problem

nd resampling techniques see, for example, Chawla (2005) and

enardi and Torelli (2014) . 

In the present work, the resampling approach described above

s applied to interview- and online-based imbalanced datasets to

chieve data integration. Following this bias correction, BNs are

uilt to identify the main determinants of customer satisfaction. 

The proposed data integration methodology is structured in

hree phases, represented in Fig. 1: 

1) Data structure modelling . Let D 

SU denote the interview-based

survey dataset and D 

SM denote the social media dataset. This

phase consists in implementing BNs to construct the causal re-

lationships between the variables of both the customer survey,

D 

SU , and social media, D 

SM , datasets, separately. BNs are cho-

sen amongst other data modelling techniques for their flexibil-

ity and ability to encode probabilistic relationships among vari-

ables of interest, allowing an easy identification of the determi-

nants of customer satisfaction. However, the presence of unbal-

anced samples can affect the correct assessment and evaluation

of customer satisfaction and may lead to misleading conclusion.

Data integration, implemented by rebalancing the unbalanced

levels of D 

SU with the levels of D 

SM (or viceversa), allows us to

accurately analyze customer satisfaction. 

2) Identification of the calibration link . In the second phase a cali-

bration link, in the form of one or more unbalanced key vari-

ables, is identified between customer survey and social media

data. Denoting with ( x SU , y SU ) the variables of D 

SU and ( x SM ,

y SM ) the variables of D 

SM , then let y SU be the calibration link

of D 

SU and y SM be the calibration link of D 

SM . We suppose

that calibration links are unbalanced variables, with y SU tak-

ing values in the categorical domain Y 

SU = {Y min 
SU , Y maj 

SU }, with

proportions p SU = { p min 
SU , p maj 

SU }, and y SM in Y 

SM = {Y min 
SM ,

Y maj 
SM }, with proportions p SM = { p min 

SM , p maj 
SM }, where Y min 

SU 

and Y min 
SM are the minority classes and Y maj 

SU and Y maj 
SM the

majority classes of the interview- and blog-based surveys. Cali-
Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the application of the data integ
bration links can be target variables expressing overall satisfac-

tion or can be other variables influencing the overall satisfac-

tion. 

3) Performing calibration . In the last phase calibration is performed

by suitably resampling the datasets, based on the distribu-

tion of the calibration link variables. In this phase, one of the

dataset, for example D 

SU , is rebalanced following the resam-

pling approach described above, until p SU ≈ p SM . Therefore, a

new rebalanced dataset D 

SU ∗ with the desired proportions of

the calibration link variable will be generated. Similarly, cali-

bration can be performed on D 

SM , obtaining the new rebalanced

dataset D 

SM ∗. BNs are then updated for the re-balanced datasets

D 

SU ∗ or D 

SM ∗, allowing the calibrated information to be propa-

gated to achieve data integration. This approach will allow us to

properly analyze customer satisfaction surveys and to achieve

the goal of accurately identifying pockets of dissatisfaction and

areas of excellence within an organization. 

. CaseStudy: the airport passengers datasets 

We illustrate the application of the methodology by integrat-

ng airport passengers’ data collected via interview-based survey

ith data extracted from an online review website. The context

f this example is an analysis focused on improving the Temporal

elevance of a customer satisfaction survey by linking its results

o online reviews that are continuously updated. The data integra-

ion methodology described here provides information to decision

akers that is both up to date and comprehensive. In this sense,

he Data Integration supports proper Chronology of Data and Goal.

he example therefore enhances the information quality in four of

he InfoQ dimensions: Data Structure, Data Integration, Temporal

elevance and Chronology of Data and Goal. 

.1. San Francisco international airport customer survey 

The first dataset we analyze is a subset of the 2016 customer

urvey administered to the passengers of San Francisco Interna-

ional Airport (SFO). The data are publicly available on the website

ttp://www.flysfo.com/media/customer-survey-data 

The passenger dataset contains information pertaining to cus-

omer demographics and satisfaction with airport facilities, ser-

ices, and initiatives. The data was collected in May 2016 through

nterviews with 3087 customers in each of SFO’s terminals and

oarding areas. Customers were asked to rate the airport in sev-

ral categories, including cleanliness ratings. Additional data col-

ected include customers’ income, mode of arrival to the airport,

ravel style, and various other categories. 

The SFO dataset comprises demographic and satisfaction vari-

bles, including a variable expressing customers’ overall satisfac-

ion, as described in Table 1 . 
ration methodology to the SFO and Skytrax datasets. 

http://www.flysfo.com/media/customer-survey-data
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Table 1 

Variables of the SFO airport customer survey. 

Variable Name Measurement Levels 

• PEAK: type of flight • 1 = domestic peak (domestic flights departing 8 am to 1 pm) 
• 2 = domestic off-peak (domestic flights departing before 8 am or after 1 pm) 
• 3 = international flights 

• PURP: what is the main purpose of your trip today? • 1 = business/work/job interview 

• 2 = pleasure/vacation/recreation 
• 3 = visit friends or relatives 
• 4 = school/school event 
• 5 = conference/convention 
• 6 = wedding/funeral/graduation/reunion 
• 7 = other (specify) 
• 10 = escorting others (children/elderly)/personal errands/medical purpose 
• 11 = military 
• 12 = volunteer/political/religious 
• 13 = moving/immigration/traveling between homes 
• 0 = blank/non-response 

• AIRTRAIN: rating SFO air train • 1 = unacceptable 
• ART: rating SFO artwork and exhibitions • 2 = poor 
• CLEAN: rating cleanliness of SFO • 3 = satisfactory 
• FOOD: rating SFO restaurants • 4 = good 
• OVERALL: rating SFO airport as a whole • 5 = outstanding 
• STORE: rating SFO retail shops and concessions • 6 = never used 

• 0 = blank 
• SIGN: rating SFO signs and directions 
• SCREENS: rating SFO information on screens/monitors 
• WALKWAYS: rating SFO escalators/elevators/moving walkways 
• WIFI: rating SFO accessing and using free Wi-Fi 

• SAFE: how safe do you feel at SFO? • 1 = not safe at all 
• 2 = unsafe 
• 3 = neutral 
• 4 = safe 
• 5 = extremely safe 
• 6 = don’t know 

• 0 = blank 

• PASSTHRU: passing through security and screening • 1 = very difficult 
• 2 = difficult 
• 3 = average 
• 4 = easy 
• 5 = very easy 
• 6 = don’t know 

• 0 = blank 

• COUNTRY: country area of respondent • country name 
• AGE: age of respondent • 1 = under 18 

• 2 = 18 - 24 
• 3 = 25 - 34 
• 4 = 35 - 44 
• 5 = 45 - 54 
• 6 = 55 - 64 
• 7 = 65 and over 
• 8 = don’t know / refused 
• 0 = bank/multiple responses 

• GENDER: gender of respondent • 1 = male 
• 2 = female 
• 3 = other 
• 0 = blank/multiple responses 

• INCOME: household income • 1 = under $50,0 0 0 
• 2 = $50,0 0 0 - $10 0,0 0 0 
• 3 = $10 0,0 01 - $150,0 0 0 
• 4 = over $150,0 0 0 
• 5 = other currency (specify) 
• 0 = blank/multiple responses 
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As illustrated in Table 1 , the satisfaction variables included in

the SFO dataset express the passengers’ judgements on a five-point

scale. For comparison purposes, we transformed the original cus-

tomers’ ratings into dichotomous variables. However, the demo-

graphic variables were not transformed. In addition, we removed

the observations containing missing data, the maximum percent-

age frequency being under 2%. The variables were dichotomized

following two different schemes. The first of these schemes is

called BOT1 + 2 and it is constructed by aggregating customers
ho responded ‘1’ or ‘2’ (corresponding to extreme dissatisfaction

nd dissatisfaction, respectively). The second scheme is called TOP5

nd identifies customers who responded ‘5’ (corresponding to ex-

remely satisfied) on the five-point scale. BOT1 + 2 is very effective

n identifying pockets of dissatisfaction and areas of improvements,

hile TOP5 emphasizes areas of excellence. For more on statisti-

al analyses using the two dichotomizing schemes see Kenett and

alini (2011) . 
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Fig. 3. BN of the BOT1 + 2 SFO customer satisfaction survey dataset. 
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.2. Skytrax reviews social media data 

The second dataset, that we named Skytrax dataset, contains

nformation extracted from the reviews published by passengers of

he SFO airport on the website http://www.airlinequality.com . For

omparative purposes, only recent reviews of SFO passengers were

nalyzed. 

The dataset includes demographic and satisfaction variables,

ith judgements on individual characteristics and on the airport

s a whole, as described in Table 2 . 

For the sake of comparison, we applied the BOT1 + 2 and TOP5

ichotomization schemes to the Skytrax satisfaction variables. In

rder to implement the BOT1 + 2 scheme, the transformed OVER-

LL variable was constructed by aggregating the customers’ re-

ponses ‘1’ to ‘4’; while for the TOP5 scheme answers ‘9’ and

10’ were aggregated. Hence, the 3 phases of the data integra-

ion methodology illustrated in Section 4 were applied as to the

OT1 + 2 as to the TOP5 dichotomized Skytrax datasets. 

. Application of the big data integration methodology 

After transforming the original data, we applied the three

hases of the data integration methodology described in

ection 4 to the SFO customer survey and to the Skytrax so-

ial media datasets using the BOT1 + 2 as well as the TOP5

ichotomization, as shown in Fig. 2 . As described in the diagram,

nitially, from SFO as well as Skytrax, two new datasets were

enerated according to the BOT1 + 2 and TOP5 dichotomization
chemes. Then, the data integration methodology was applied

wice: once to the BOT1 + 2 datasets and once to the TOP5

atasets, to illustrate the use of different calibration functions.

n the first example, data integration was performed rebalancing

he levels of the OVERALL variable of the SFO BOT1 + 2 dataset,

hile in the second example rebalancing was implemented on the

UEUING variable of the Skytrax TOP5 dataset. 

.1. Data integration of BOT1 + 2 datasets 

Data Structure Modelling 

In the first phase of data integration, we analyzed the SFO cus-

omer satisfaction survey data with BNs, implemented using the

eNIe software V 2.1 (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA;

eNIe, 2006 ). Before starting the learning procedure, we incorpo-

ated prior information by building a blacklist, thus specifying a list

f arcs which must be excluded from the network. For example, we

onstrained all arcs linking OVERALL with the other variables to be

irected towards OVERALL. The networks were then built using the

ayesian Search structure learning algorithm implemented by Ge-

Ie, which follows a hill climbing procedure with random restarts,

uided by a heuristic scoring. 

Figure 3 shows the BN created using the dichotomized BOT1 + 2

FO survey data. For clarity purposes, the target node, express-

ng overall satisfaction, is depicted in pink, the demographic in-

ormation nodes are depicted in green, while the remaining satis-

action nodes are in blue. Most of the demographic nodes are not

inked to satisfaction nodes, with the exception of COUNTRY, which

http://www.airlinequality.com
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Table 2 

Variables of the SFO airport social media review dataset. 

Variable Name Measurement Levels 

• COUNTRY: country area of passenger • country area name 

• EXPERIENCE: airport experience • 1 = arrival only 
• 2 = departure only 
• 3 = arrival and departure 
• 4 = transit 

• TYPE: purpose of flight • 1 = business 
• 2 = couple leisure 
• 3 = family leisure 
• 4 = solo leisure 

• CLEAN: rating SFO cleanliness • 1 = unacceptable 
• FOOD: rating SFO restaurants • 2 = poor 
• QUEUING: rating SFO queuing • 3 = satisfactory 
• SEATING: rating SFO seating • 4 = good 
• SHOPPING: rating SFO retail shops • 5 = outstanding 
• SIGNS: rating SFO signs, directions and monitors • 0 = blank 
• STAFF: rating SFO staff friendliness 
• WIFI: rating SFO accessing and using free Wi-Fi 

• OVERALL: rating SFO airport as a whole • 1 = unacceptable 
• 2 = very poor 
• 3 = poor 
• 4 = unremarkable 
• 5 = average 
• 6 = satisfactory 
• 7 = fair 
• 8 = good 
• 9 = very good 
• 10 = outstanding 
• 0 = blank 

• RECOMMEND: would you recommend SFO to a friend? • 1 = yes 
• 2 = no 

Fig. 4. BN of the BOT1 + 2 Skytrax reviews social media dataset. 
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Fig. 5. BN of the BOT1 + 2 SFO customer satisfaction survey dataset, after calibration of the OVERALL node via resampling. 
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nfluences AIRTRAIN. Hence, the contribution of demographic vari-

bles to determine areas of dissatisfaction is limited. The OVERALL

ode is directly linked to CLEAN, WALKWAYS and STORE. There-

ore, customers’ dissatisfaction is mainly determined by cleanli-

ess, escalators/elevators/moving walkways and shops available at

he airport. The implication is that improvements undertaken in

he airport cleanliness, walkways and shops will reduce the pro-

ortion of disappointed passengers and increase overall satisfac-

ion. 

Note that there is a strong imbalance among the categories of

he target variable OVERALL, since the ‘dissatisfied’ category (com-

rising extreme dissatisfaction and dissatisfaction in the BOT1 + 2

ichotomization), represents only the 2% of the interviewed cus-

omers. This situation is common in customer satisfaction surveys,

ince people tend to avoid expressing strong negative opinions.

everal other variables in the dataset are also showing severe class

mbalance, including the most influential determinants to the over-

ll satisfaction. In particular, the percentage of passengers who are

issatisfied with cleanliness is 2%, those dissatisfied with walkways

s 3% and those dissatisfied with shops is 8%. In this case, it is dif-

cult to determine the motivations of dissatisfaction and identify

reas where improvements are needed. In this paper, we propose

 new data integration methodology, which addresses this issue,

alibrating satisfaction information with online reviews. 

In the first phase of the data integration methodology, we also

mplemented the data structure modelling using BNs to analyze

he Skytrax BOT1 + 2 dichotomized dataset. We used the Greedy

hick Thinning structure learning algorithm, which consists in two
teps: the thickening and the thinning step. The thickening step

tarts with an empty graph and then arcs that maximally increase

he marginal likelihood are repeatedly added until no arc addition

ill result in a positive increase. Then, in the thinning step arcs

re repeatedly removed until no arc deletion will result in a pos-

tive increase in the marginal likelihood. BNs were implemented

sing the GeNIe software. 

The BN obtained from the BOT1 + 2 Skytrax social media re-

iew dataset is displayed in Fig. 4 , where we adopted the same

olor code used for the SFO customer satisfaction survey analysis.

ince the role of the variable RECOMMEND is similar to OVERALL,

he relevant node was depicted in pink. In the Skytrax dataset,

he distribution of the OVERALL variable is well-balanced, as op-

osed to the same distribution of the SFO customer satisfaction

urvey dataset. In particular, the proportion of overall dissatis-

ed customers of the online review dataset is much higher than

he same proportion in the survey dataset. In addition, the ma-

ority of passengers will not recommend SFO airport to a friend.

 high number of negative feedback is frequent in online blogs

nd social media pages, since reviewers feel more free to express

heir opinions online rather than via traditional surveys. The avail-

bility of information on dissatisfied customers is key to orga-

izations in order to identify their weaknesses and to improve

heir services. Therefore, the integration of traditional surveys

ith online reviews is fundamental to correctly analyze customer

atisfaction. 

Among the rating variables, the main determinants of passen-

ers’ overall dissatisfaction are STAFF and WIFI. The percentage of
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Fig. 6. BN of the TOP5 SFO customer satisfaction survey dataset. 
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dissatisfaction with staff is 45% and the percentage of dissatisfac-

tion with accessing and using Wi-Fi is 24%. Therefore, the primary

areas of weakness in the airport are related to staff and Wi-Fi and

interventions in these areas will sensibly reduce customers’ overall

disappointment with the airport services. 

The demographic variables are affecting passengers’ overall dis-

satisfaction via the rating given to staff friendliness, accessing and

using the free Wi-Fi service and signs, directions and monitors.

Therefore, particular attention needs to be given to specific groups

of passengers, who might be more sensitive than others to unsat-

isfactory airport services. 

Identification of the Calibration Link 

The calibration link for the BOT1 + 2 dichotomized datasets is

the OVERALL variable. The percentage of dissatisfied passengers in

the SFO survey dataset is only 2%, while the same percentage in

the Skytrax online dataset is almost 50%. Therefore, the levels of

OVERALL in the SFO survey dataset need to be re-balanced by re-

sampling, to make the distribution similar to that of the Skytrax
online dataset. 
Performing Calibration 

The SFO customer survey dataset was resampled, as explained

n Section 4 , using the R package ROSE ( Lunardon, Menardi, &

orelli, 2014 ). The BN was updated via parameter learning and

ence calibrated to reflect the information contained in the online

eviews. Fig. 5 illustrates the BN of the BOT1 + 2 SFO customer sat-

sfaction survey dataset, after calibration of the OVERALL node via

esampling. The distribution of the overall satisfaction is now bal-

nced, with a higher proportion of dissatisfied customers, as ap-

ears in online reviews. This calibrated BN shows that the percent-

ges of passengers who are dissatisfied with cleanliness, walkways,

hopping areas and the free Wi-Fi are 19%, 23%, 33% and 14%, re-

pectively. These results highlight, much more clearly than those

ased on the original unbalanced dataset, the weaknesses and cor-

esponding areas of improvement of the airport. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed data inte-

ration methodology, we compared the results of the uncalibrated

nd calibrated BNs, estimating the following measures: 

• Absolute Bias = | p min − p min 
∗| (1) 

• Relative Bias = |( p − p ∗)/ p | × 100 (2) 
min min min 
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Fig. 7. BN of the TOP5 Skytrax reviews social media dataset. 

Table 3 

Comparison between the results of the uncalibrated and calibrated SFO BOT1 + 2 data. 

Uncalibrated dissatisfied proportion Calibrated dissatisfied proportion Absolute bias Relative bias Percentage bias 

SFO BOT1 + 2 Variables OVERALL 0.02 0.51 0.49 2450.00 184.91 

CLEAN 0.02 0.19 0.17 850.00 161.90 

STORE 0.08 0.33 0.25 312.50 121.95 

WALKWAYS 0.03 0.23 0.20 666.67 153.85 

WIFI 0.06 0.14 0.08 133.33 80.00 
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• Percentage Bias = |( p min − p min 
∗)/ Mean [ p min ,p min 

∗]| × 100 (3) 

here p min is the minority class proportion (i.e. the proportion of

issatisfied customers) of the uncalibrated SFO BOT1 + 2 variables

nd p min 
∗ is the corresponding class proportion of the calibrated

FO BOT1 + 2 variables. 

Table 3 compares the uncalibrated and calibrated SFO BOT1 + 2

atasets, listing the proportions of dissatisfied passengers for the

alibration link variable and the most influential determinants of

he overall dissatisfaction. The estimated bias measures clearly

how that the uncalibrated results are largely underestimating the

xtent of customer dissatisfaction. The bias measures reach their

aximum with the calibration link variable OVERALL, while among

he other variables, STORE has the highest absolute bias and CLEAN

as the highest relative and percentage bias. These results show

hat there are pockets of dissatisfaction with airport cleanliness

nd shops, that would be hidden and ignored with a simple anal-

sis of the uncalibrated results. The exclusive study of interview-

ased data, with their extremely low proportions of dissatisfaction,
ay lead to the erroneous conclusion that there are no areas on

mprovement in the airport, which could be dangerous for the fu-

ure of the organization. On the contrary, the proposed approach,

ntegrating survey with social media reviews, provides a more ac-

urate picture of customer satisfaction, pointing out the existence

f pockets of dissatisfaction, which are crucial for improving the

ervice supplied by the organization. 

.2. Data integration of TOP5 datasets 

Data Structure Modelling 

The BNs of the SFO and Skytrax TOP5 datasets were constructed

sing the GeNIe software following the same procedure adopted

or the BOT1 + 2 datasets described in Section 6.1 . 

The BN of the SFO customer satisfaction survey dataset di-

hotomized according to the TOP5 scheme is shown in Fig. 6 ,

here nodes follow the same color code adopted in the previous

igures. Again, only some of the demographic variables (namely

GE, GENDER and PURP) affect customers’ satisfaction. The most
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Fig. 8. BN of the TOP5 Skytrax reviews social media dataset, after calibration of the QUEUING node via resampling. 
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influential variables to customers’ overall satisfaction are CLEAN,

SIGN and WALKWAYS, suggesting that a high satisfaction with

airport cleanliness, signs, directions and walkways will enhance

customers’ overall satisfaction. The implication is that if the air-

port increases the percentage of customers with top-level satisfac-

tion from cleanliness, signs and walkways, overall satisfaction lev-

els will reach their maximum. 

Note that the SFO TOP5 dataset is not affected by strong

class imbalance. For example, the 41% of the interviewees states

that passing through security and screening is very easy (variable

PASSTHRU). Also, the highest level of satisfaction from cleanliness

(percentage of ‘5’) is 39%, from signs is 32% and from walkways is

35%. 

Fig 7 shows the BN built using the Skytrax dataset, di-

chotomized according to the TOP5 scheme. The node colors fol-

low the coding adopted in the previous Figures. Differently from

the BOT1 + 2 Skytrax BN, the demographic variables are not re-

lated to passengers’ satisfaction. Since the variable OVERALL de-

pends on FOOD, QUEUING, SHOPPING and SEATING, the airport’s

areas of excellence are identified by the quality of restaurants, the

queueing system, the presence of a variety of shops and the avail-

ability of seating spaces. Note that the levels of several variables

dichotomized according to the TOP5 scheme, such as QUEUING, are

imbalanced, with a percentage of ‘5’ equal to 24%. Also, the highest

level of satisfaction from restaurants is 31%, from shops is 24% and

from seating is 11%. This implies that customers’ overall satisfac-

tion will be maximized by an increased top-level satisfaction with

food, queuing, shops and seating spaces. However, class imbalance
akes it difficult to clearly identify areas of excellence within the

rganization. 

Note that the determinants of passengers’ overall satisfaction in

he BOT1 + 2 and TOP5 schemes are different. In particular, while

taff friendliness and the availability of Wi-Fi can be identified as

reas of improvement, the quality of restaurants, the queueing sys-

em, the presence of a variety of shops and the availability of seat-

ng spaces can be identified as areas of excellence in the SFO air-

ort. 

Identification of the Calibration Link 

The calibration link for the TOP5 dichotomized datasets is the

UEUING variable. This is a key determinant of the overall satis-

action variable in the Skytrax dataset. However, there is an im-

alance in its classes, since the percentage of ‘excellent’ answers

s only 24%. The same variable appears to be well-balanced in the

FO survey dataset, where the percentage of ‘excellent’ is close to

0%. Therefore, the Skytrax dataset needs to be resampled, in order

o re-balance the distribution of QUEUING according to the distri-

ution of the SFO survey dataset. 

Performing Calibration 

In order to re-balance the QUEUING variable, the Skytrax on-

ine reviews dataset was resampled, to reflect the distribution of

 similar variable (PASSTHRU) in the SFO customer survey dataset.

alibration between the two datasets was performed and the BN

f the TOP5 Skytrax dataset was updated via parameter learning.

ig. 8 illustrates the BN of the TOP5 Skytrax reviews social media

ataset, after calibration of the QUEUING node via resampling. The

istribution of passengers’ satisfaction with queuing is now bal-
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Table 4 

Comparison between the results of the uncalibrated and calibrated Skytrax TOP5 data. 

Uncalibrated satisfied proportion Calibrated satisfied proportion Absolute bias Relative bias Percentage bias 

Skytrax TOP5 Variables QUEUING 0.24 0.48 0.24 10 0.0 0 66.67 

CLEAN 0.37 0.44 0.07 18.92 17.28 

FOOD 0.31 0.37 0.06 19.35 17.65 

OVERALL 0.26 0.34 0.08 30.77 26.67 

SEATING 0.11 0.14 0.03 27.27 24.00 

SHOPPING 0.24 0.34 0.10 41.67 34.48 
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nced, with a higher proportion of extremely satisfied passengers,

s appears in the SFO customer survey dataset. This calibrated BN

hows that the percentages of passengers who are extremely satis-

ed with cleanliness, restaurants, shopping and seating areas have

ncreased and are equal to 44%, 37%, 34% and 14%, respectively. In

ddition, the percentage of very satisfied passengers overall is 34%.

hese results calibrate the overly negative online reviews and un-

erline the areas of excellence of the airport. 

Table 4 compares the uncalibrated and calibrated Skytrax TOP5

atasets, listing the proportions of extremely satisfied passengers

or the calibration link, the overall satisfaction variable and the

ost influential determinants of customer satisfaction. We com-

ared uncalibrated and calibrated results using the bias measures

1), (2) and (3) introduced in Section 6.1 , where p min here is the

roportion of extremely satisfied customers. In Table 4 , since class

nbalance in the uncalibrated datasets is less severe in the TOP5

han the BOT1 + 2 datasets, the estimated bias results are gener-

lly lower than those listed in Table 3 . However, these results show

hat the underestimation of the proportion of satisfied customers

n the uncalibrated analysis is still relevant. The bias measures are

articularly high for the calibration link QUEUING and the SHOP-

ING variables. These results demonstrate that the proposed ap-

roach, based on the integration of survey and social media re-

iews, allows us to highlight more clearly the areas of excellence

ithin an organization. Therefore, the data integration methodol-

gy leads to a more accurate customer satisfaction analysis and

rovides a valuable tool for decision-makers. 

. Discussion and conclusions 

With the growing exploitation of big data, integration of data

ources becomes a key capability. Traditional integration methods

ely on extract transform and load (ETL) and record linkage tech-

iques ( Kenett & Raanan, 2010 ). In this paper, we propose a novel

pproach to data integration that combines online big data with

 comprehensive survey. The methodology is derived from resam-

ling and modeling the data using BNs, and identifying overlap-

ing links that are used for calibration. We show, with an example,

ow data integration between online blogs and a customer satis-

action survey supports proper chronology of data and goal. The

xample demonstrates of such data integration enhances the infor-

ation quality of a study in four of the InfoQ dimensions: Data

tructure, Data Integration, Temporal Relevance and Chronology of

ata and Goal. 

The approach is applicable in a wide range of domains such

s the integration of administrative data with official statistics

r combining data from different sensors in a production envi-

onment. In particular, with continuous variables, the proposed

ethodology can be modified by combining nonparametric BNs

nd Vines ( Dalla Valle, 2016 ; 2017a ; 2017b and 2017c; Dalla Valle

 Kenett, 2015 ). Vines are extremely flexible in high-dimensional

ases, allowing the specification of various types of non-linear de-

endencies. Results from the application of vines can be used to

etermine the causal effects in non-parametric BNs. 
This research addresses a growing need in big data analytics

nd requires follow up, for example considering methods for inte-

ration of a very high number of data sources to increase accuracy

f results. It is one of relatively few studies which attempt to ad-

ress the generalizable problem of big data integration. It proposes

nd demonstrates a methodology designed to increase information

uality. 
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